The multitude of presentations and dynamic discussions at the Faculty Day Conference are what make it such a wonderful experience each year. We invite you to participate in this exchange of ideas. We anticipate this to be a day filled with thought-provoking, absorbing, and sometimes controversial topics.

Given the breadth and depth of academic backgrounds at the college, proposals considered from an interdisciplinary perspective and contributions from a range of viewpoints are strongly encouraged. All faculty (full- and part-time) and professional staff are invited to submit proposals for the conference.

We welcome presentations in all disciplines and covering any topic.

Proposals should be submitted by **Monday, December 4, 2023** using the [online proposal form](https://www.brooklyn.edu/faculty/faculty-day).

Please e-mail any questions to the Faculty Day Conference Committee at [FacultyDay@brooklyn.cuny.edu](mailto:FacultyDay@brooklyn.cuny.edu).
Presentation Formats and Venues

**Interdisciplinary Panel Discussion.** Multiple perspectives on a major topic that will be of wide general interest. This is an opportunity to share your ideas, interests and creative work or talent with your colleagues across the college. Typically, each 75-minute panel involves three presenters and a moderator, usually from across disciplines.

- You may submit an individual presentation proposal, which will be combined with other relevant topics in a panel format. We will help connect you with colleagues from around the college who share similar areas of interest.
- We welcome fully formed panels, presenting multiple perspectives on a major topic that will be of wide general interest.

**Interactive Workshop.** This is an opportunity for active participation and learning that can include discussion, performance, group work, role playing, debate, etc. Materials may be made available ahead of time to facilitate discussion. These are typically 30-minute time slots.

**Performance or Literary Reading.** Share your creative work in poetry, fiction, music, or theater.

**Luncheon Roundtable.** Moderator(s) lead an informal discussion on a topic of common interest at a 10-person table during lunch. Discussion is open to all participants who wish to join.

**Poster Session.** In the form of a poster, authors present research findings or describe an ongoing program or investigation. Help with formatting and large-format printing is available.

**Art Gallery.** Show your photos, paintings, sculpture and crafts at the poster session.

Works in progress or those previously presented at disciplinary conferences are welcome.

Please visit [brooklyn.edu/faculty/faculty-day](http://brooklyn.edu/faculty/faculty-day) to learn more about the conference and take a look at programs from previous years.

If you’re ready to submit your proposal, follow this link directly to the [online proposal form](http://example.com).